Intelligent guidance parking system using modified Dijkstra's algorithm

ABSTRACT

Parking system is one of the main important facilities that should have in any infrastructure or building especially for the place of interest and place of people's attraction. The best parking system is the system that provides customers the ease of finding the available spaces, user friendly and less time consuming. This paper presents the intelligent parking system which apply Dijkstra's algorithm in finding the shortest path. The proposed intelligent parking guidance system is a system that assigns the nearest vacant bay to drivers with necessary direction printed on the ticket so that drivers are able to find the 'best' lot with the minimum amount of time. The system will automatically check for the nearest empty lot and reserve the lot for the user so that the next user will not get the same lot again. Software and hardware implementations have been carried out. Few electronic components such as PICs, IR sensors, push buttons, LEDs, LCDs, counters, comparators, and servo motors have been used to realize the system. Personal computer and DAQ cards are used to communicate and interface with the monitor to display the GUI which has been developed using Lab View. It will also present the real time simulation of the parking system and validate any information regarding the parking status.
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